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By Lucy Hague

Lucy Hague, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 241 x 201 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Learn to knit intricate cabled knot-work with
this collection of 7 beautiful shawl patterns inspired by Celtic and Pictish art. Celtic Cable Shawls is
the first book by Scottish designer Lucy Hague and features photography from the stunning
Scottish Highlands, along with information on the history of Celtic and Pictish art. All of the shawls
feature completely original cable stitch patterns, and instructions are presented in both charted and
written form. For the intermediate knitter who is ready to take on a challenge, this book provides a
great starting point for exploring the techniques of closed-loop cable knitting. ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Lucy Hague is an independent designer based in Edinburgh, Scotland, who enjoys writing patterns
with a focus on complex and engaging texture and unique stitch patterns. Her work has been
featured in The Knitter, Knit Edge magazine, Pom Pom Quarterly and Knit Now. For more
information, visit.
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This book is very gripping and fascinating. Of course, it can be perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just pleased to explain
how this is basically the finest publication i have go through within my very own lifestyle and might be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Pr of . B eula h Sta r k-- Pr of . B eula h Sta r k

The book is fantastic and great. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the article writer create this ebook.
-- Am a ya  K ing-- Am a ya  K ing
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